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An exquisite mansion that 
masterfully embodies the essence 
of Mediterranean design in 
its interior. This space stands 
as a paradigm of decoration, 
where Mediterranean tones are 
meticulously woven into a fabric 
of unparalleled elegance and 
captivating harmony. 

Each enclave of this aristocratic 
residence tells a story of inimitable 
design, where ornamentation 
stands as an artistic manifestation 
in a world of luxury and 
sophistication where beauty 
and distinction converge in a 
symphony of impeccable harmony.

www.mercedesarce.com

MANSION
IN MALAGA 

Design by Mercedes Arce Interiorismo
A welcoming mansion with the essence of the Mediterranean, 

where blue and white tones predominate, intertwined with 
unparalleled elegance and captivating harmony.

Mansion refurbished by the developer Adendia

Passionate about design, architecture and art. The philosophy and success of this 
studio is based above all on great teamwork that allows it to develop and resolve 
all kinds of needs, from residential, commercial and office projects to furniture 
and accessory design. 

It combines pieces from different periods and trends, always in harmony. 

"Our aim is to create atmospheres, spaces suited to each person's personality. 
I like to make the most of pieces that are important to my clients, that have a 
history, an aesthetic value." 

In each space she seeks balance and harmony, combining aesthetics and 
functionality.  Following a professional career in the financial world, during 
which she was always in contact with design, aesthetics and art, it was in Mexico, 
inspired by its colour and intensity, that she came into contact with "The World 
of Interior Design" and there she began her journey, guided by the creativity and 
intuition that gives her enthusiasm and love for this work. 

Gold Medal of the Forum of Europe 2001 in recognition of her professional 
prestige. Interior designer of the new shop Decoluxe Marbella, and for the second 
consecutive year she has participated with a space in Marbella Design Art.

Mercedes Arce


